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revolution in space is} 
This amazing structure symbolizes the outer space theme for this year’s Century 21 International Exposition in 
Seattle, Washington. Called the Space Needle, it soars 600 feet into the air on three steel legs, tapers to a slim 
waist at the 373-ft. mark, then flares out slightly to the 500-ft. level, and is crowned by a mezzanine, observation deck, 
and a 260-seat restaurant that revolves slowly (one complete revolution an hour) while patrons enjoy their meals. 

The Space Needle is a combination of sheer audacity and imagination with 3,500 tons of steel. Steel was 
chosen because it would be faster to erect, stronger per unit area, quickly available. A relatively new type of 
structural carbon steel called A36 was used because its greater strength (about 10%) permits higher design 
stresses, at the same time maintaining factors of safety, and because it could be easily welded. This is an example 
of the exciting materials and challenging projects engineers will find at United States Steel. 

Be sure to register with your Placement Director. For information about the many career opportunities at 
United States Steel, including financial analysis or sales, write U. S. Steel Personnel Division, Room 2301, 
525 William Penn Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania. U. S. Steel is an equal opportunity employer. 
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; Z ct “T found a satisfying job right from the beginning 

¢ a oe] —and more important, American Oil is diversi- 
sa a a fied enough to offer varied opportunities for the 

— ie « future.” 
ee _— Peter Vossos earned his Master of Science 

ge ee : a. _ degree at Iowa State, 58. As a physical chemist, 
J 2 ss a : z < a 

ca __ Pete’s immediate project is studying funda- 
— ~ : 3 os mental properties of asphalts with the objective 

i 4 . é el d of improving their performance in roofing and 
oat t . — i ane | . 

i — ~~ -— industrial applications. About his 21% years at 

ae q awe. @) 6 §= American Oil, Pete adds, “This is a company 

See Ge te ce : y) eel that’s big enough and dynamic enough to be 

: a . doing important work, but not so mammoth 

‘ ag be ae that you get lost in the crowd.” 
be a= : a Many ambitious and talented young scientists 

: F727 ri - oe : and engineers like Peter Vossos have found 
> > : ly = pe challenging careers at American Oil. Their choice 
— wv ea 4 ; - "4, could have special meaning to you. American Oil 

] : A ‘“ ] oe a) oo offers a wide range of research opportunities for 

SS oF / ——— graduate chemists, chemical engineers, mechani- 

: . , 4 - 7, cal engineers, physicists, mathematicians and 

a ae /_ 7 metallurgists. 
S ye A . . | If you are interested in a career with the 
Pan) ia A Research and Development Department of 

: a0 y American Oil Company, write to: D. G. Schroeter, 

et 2 American Oil Company, P. O. Box 431, Whiting, 

a . Fook Indiana. 

IN ADDITION TO FAR-REACHING PROGRAMS INVOLVING FUELS, 

: LUBRICANTS AND PETROCHEMICALS, AMERICAN OIL AND ITS 
 o. / : ASSOCIATE COMPANY, AMOCO CHEMICALS, ARE ENGAGED IN 
ee | ; SUCH DIVERSIFIED RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS AS: 

: 
co Me New and unusual polymers and plastics © Organic ions under electron 

~~ impact @ Radiation-induced reactions @ Physiochemical nature of 

- catalysts @ Fuel cells @ Novel separations by gas chromatography @ 

_ Application of computers to complex technical problems @ Synthesis 

- | a and potential applications for aromatic acids @ Combustion phenomena 

- _ © Solid propellants for use with missiles @ Design and economics: 

- a _ New uses for present products, new products, new processes @ Cor- 

_. ee _ a rosion mechanisms @ Development of new types of surface coatings. 

. ee Geta. / . 
Aw i * ” @ ee ee ; Mair  f * : TiN 

7. UGS 4 Go standard) > FANDARD OIL 
> ~ a | Dr DIVISION OF AMERICAN OIL COMPANY 

i: le 2 NATIONAL MARKETING AFFILIATE OF STANDARD OIL COMPANY (INDIANA) 
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e SALUTE: NORM SHERER 
Norm Sherer joined Ohio Bell two years ago. He hadn’t informed on advances in telephone service and equipment. 
been with the company long when he had an imaginative Norm Sherer of the Ohio Bell Telephone Company, and 
idea for speeding up customer billing. This idea and other engineers like him in Bell Telephone Companies 
others won Norm an important promotion to Sales Super- throughout the country, help bring the finest communica- 
visor for the Columbus Office. Now, with six engineers __ tions service in the world to the homes and businesses of 
who report to him, Norm keeps Columbus businessmen a growing America. 
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We" Tt is \ traditional for the new editor wk blish this issue so he can ¥ 

become familiar with the work involved in organizing and getting the 

magazine printed. With the past editor serving as guide, any prob- 

lems that require experience can be solved. However your suggestions 

concerning contents of the magazine will enable us to do a better job 

during the next year. What would you like to see in the Wisconsin 

ENcINEER, more or less articles, more puzzles, more jokes, more campus 

news, or what? If you have any ideas or criticism (good or bad) about 

the magazine, send them to me or drop them in our mailbox in the 

lobby of the Mechanical Engineering Building. 

Since most of the staff will be graduating this year, we need Engi- 

neering students to work on the magazine next year. This is a great 

opportunity to get some experience in editing and finding out just how 

a magazine is published. No journalism or other previous magazine 

experience is necessary. The work is easy and will take very little of 

your time. If you are interested in working on the editorial staff, please 

leave your name and telephone number in the Wisconsin ENGINEER 

mailbox. 

D.R.C. 

North American Aviation’s XSM-64 NAVAHO guided missile, developed by the com- 

pany’s Missile Division in Downey, California, was used to gather high speed high 

Private data for SAC’s newest weapon, the B-70 Mach 3 intercontinental bomber. 

This program was known as project RISE (Research in Supersonic Environment). 
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“All systems are go... reading you loud and clear!” 

Your Project: America’s Voice from Space 

Your Company: Collins, whose equipment transmitted the voices of Alan Shepherd, Gus Grissom, and John 
Glenn, from space. Collins designs, develops, and produces systems essential to every phase of manned space 
capsules. Prelaunch... launch... flight... re-entry... recovery. Collins is the link between earth and space 
in both human and electrical language. 

Your Opportunity: Collins is working on a variety of long-range space projects which provide openings for 
qualified E.E.’s, M.E.’s, mathematicians, and physicists for development of space communication systems. 
Specialists are required with design experience in HF, VHF and UHF equipment, digital communications, 
spacecraft antennas, television, radar, modulation techniques, tracking and ranging, information theory, and 
ground systems. If you are interested in the challenge of a career with Collins, contact: 
LR. Nuss, Collins Radio Company, Cedar Rapids, Iowa _* C. P, Nelson, Collins Radio Company, Dallas, Texas *  R. ©. Olson, Collins Radio Company, Newport Beach, California pany, P pany, pany, Newpor 

an equal opportunity employer 

119w-NN\ 
COLLINS 

MA 
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CIVIL ENGINEERING JUNIORS: A few months from now, when you 
return to school as a Senior, we will have an announcement for you in this space 
which could launch you on your way to rapid advancement. It will tell you when 
we will be on your campus to talk with you about well-paying jobs in California’s 
long-range state projects in highway, bridge, structural, sanitary, and hydraulic 
engineering. Watch for this announcement: CHALLENGE IN CALIFORNIA! 
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HE demands of the nuclear fer only in size of the power plant — weather because they were low on 

Ng "Tie do not by-pass the 20- and arrangement of facilities. The fuel. Also, an increase in pitch and 
) knot surface ship of today’s alteration of the engineering plant roll will decrease the accuracy of 

~ Navy. The Naval ship has only one is therefore basically the same the gunfire control system, The Oil- 
\ purpose, the defense of the country. problem in any ship, differing only ers (ships which travel with the 

Jt is doubtful whether the surface in scale of operation. fleet for refueling) have an opera- 
fleet can meet this purpose. Since The present challenge to the U.S, tional speed under 20 knots. The 

\ World War II, many improvements Navy is the estimated Russian fleet fast carrier task force whose de- 
have been made in the ship’s weap- of 500 submarines. The Navy's _ stroyers depend upon fuel from the 
ons, such as long range sonar, auto- main defense against this threat is Oilers is greatly hindered by hav- 
matic rapid-fire guns, radar fire the destroyer. The modern naval _ ing to proceed at the speed of the 
control, guided missiles, and hom- destroyer is no more than a World _ Oiler. If the Oiler does not accom- 
ing torpedoes, However, no signifi- War II destroyer equipped with pany the task force, the fighting 
cant advancements have been made present day weapons. force risks having to retire from 
in the power plant to supplement Installation of a nuclear reactor action to refuel. Many battles in 
these weapons, Ninety-nine per in the forward fireroom of a DD700 = World War II ended as they did 
cent of the fleet still operates on to DD900 class destroyer would because of refueling operations. 
World War II design power plants. provide a ship with a power plant — With nuclear-powered destroyers, 

The nuclear power plant has to match its weapons. Fleet opera- _ refueling problems would be 
demonstrated its potential on board tions would be affected greatly if | ended. The slow Oilers could pro- 
the submarine. Construction of a fifty to one hundred destroyers ceed at their speed to refuel non- 
nuclear cruiser (Los Angeles) and could be converted. combatant ships or large combatant 
carrier has been authorized and ae ships which can operate weeks 

hoes - tat = Logistics 3 ‘ 5 5 
started. It is certain, however, the without refueling. A major portion 
new nuclear ship construction will With a nuclear powered de- of the refueling fleet could be re- 
not provide a nuclear fleet for many _stroyer fleet, the science and econ- tired from service. Their opera- 
years. At present new ship con- omy of logistics would be greatly tional cost could be subtracted 
struction is almost at a standstill altered. from the expense of installing reac- 
due to lack of money. To bring our The destroyer carries fuel for tors in the destroyers. The destroy- 
fleet up to date, the oil burning about four days operation. Nor- ers could flood fuel tanks with 
boilers (conventional) could be re- mally they are refueled every two water to provide maximum stability 
placed by nuclear reactors. days to keep the fuel tanks above at all times. Thus, the effect of re- 

one-half full. This is done for two fueling operations on combat effec- 

1, APPLICATION OF NUCLEAR reasons: First, the ship is prepared tiveness could be removed com- 
POWER PLANT for any emergency operation which pletely. 

may occur; Second, the ship has . . 
Type and Number greater stability, less pitch and roll. Armament and Anti-Submarine 

All ships of the Navy (destroyers Stability is absolutely essential in Capabilities 
and larger) have essentially the rough weather, A few years ago, The real advantage of the nu- 

same engineering design. They dif- two destroyers were sunk by rough clear-powered destroyer lies in its 
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Figure 1 

ability to fight the submarine. Pro- feet wide, measured from super- the ship’s operation. A normal de- 
tection of the aircraft carrier from _ structure to the hull. This width of _ stroyer cruises on only two boilers 
submarine attack requires destroy- deck runs the entire length of the — at a maximum speed of about 28 
ers that can travel at over thirty ship. A ten-foot long section di- knots. With four boilers on the line, 
knots for long periods during rectly over the foreward fire room the maximum speed is increased to 
launching of aircraft and over could be removed with cutting about 33 knots, with a great drop in 
twenty knots the remainder of the torches. The two boilers could be __ efficiency. 
time. Only the nuclear-powered de- disassembled and removed through Thus the installation of the nu- 

stroyer can meet such require- this opening. clear reactor does not necessitate 
ments. any alteration of any machinery in 

Once a submarine contact has Reactor Installation the other engineering spaces. Satu- 
been made and the attack has be- Through this .si on lL rated steam can be picked off the 
gun, the destroyer’s power plant TOBE) ae ieame, OPEMIE i steam drum for uses in gland-seal- 
must perform even more highly. A materials for the construction of the ine. water distrillation. and ma 

. C 21-foot diz ter sodium-cooled 8 ISN many 
submarine can start faster, stop SOF SMe NEE ag other shipboard uses. Yet, the ad- 
faster, and turn sharper than a de- graphite reactor could be brought vantag sof the reactor are a 

2 ‘ : in. The entire reactor could be con- SHEABES OF HIG Teattor are: ‘even 
stroyer. The nuclear submarine can structed on: ie shelf whicl more pronounced than indicated 

travel faster than the destroyer,  ° dd b pon i ain he | iL thus far. Examination of perform- 
even when submerged. To make a cow . ea ane tO the ae . ance will show the reactor’s po- 
successful attack, the destroyer A radiation wall encloses the en- tential. 
must be able to go from full power tire reactor room, plus separating 

ahead to full power astern in a few the evaporators, superheaters, and 

seconds notice. As will be explained — Te@ctor | controls from the reactor |. OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
later under “Flexibility of the Nu- and primary sodium loop. Radia- OF THE NUCLEAR INSTALLATION 
clear Plant,” the boiler of the con- #0 walls are simply steel shells 
ventional destroyer cannot handle about four inches thick. Shaft Output 

this requirement. The nuclear-pow- ; The M-type boiler of the con- 

ered plant would provide the Connection of Reactor to Present ventional destroyer produces 250,- 
needed maneuverability. Power Facilities 000 Ibs. per hour of steam, with an 

The M-type boiler of the destroy- enthalpy of 1434 BTU per pound, 
Il. INSTALLATION PROCESS AND er (the two remaining in the after- © which is approximately 105,000 
MECHANICS OF THE NUCLEAR fire room) produces steam at 615 KW. The reactor has a heat pro- 

POWER PLANT psig, 850° F, The sodium-cooled re- ducing capacity of 238 MW, which 
actor produces steam at 615 psig _ is 238,000 KW. This does not mean 

Figure 1 shows the location of | and 825° F, thus almost identical that the destroyer will have a 

the power facilities aboard a de- conditions. Thus the steam from greater power output under nu- 

stroyer. The reactor is shown in the reactor superheat can be de- clear power. The turbines are de- 

place of the conventional ship’s for-__livered directly to the turbine. The _ signed for a maximum steam rate, 
ward fire room. This fire room, be- reactor alone can drive the ship, above which the turbine efficiency 
fore the reactor was installed, was the boiler alone can drive the ship __ is greatly decreased. Also limiting 
identical to the afterfire room. in case of reactor casualty, or the the shaft output is the condition of 

Boiler Removal two—the reactor and boiler pair— the engineering equipment. The 
can be cross-connected to drive the _ bulk of the destroyers in the United 

Not shown in Figure 1 is a sec- ship together. The absence of two States Navy are over twelve years 
tion of main deck (steel) about six boilers does not appreciably affect old. In this time, the shafting has 
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become slightly out of balance. be limited by the amount of fuel maintain, and repair than conven- 
Heavy vibration will occur at a that could be stored in its hull. tional power plants. With the pres- 
rpm of the shaft required for ent state of nuclear power plant 
speeds above 35 knots. Continued Maintenance of Nuclear Power Plant —_ technology, it is not possible to pre- 
operation at this speed would be Limitations of the nuclear power dict the ultimate economic feasi- 
detrimental to the entire ship, not plant are apparent when consider- bility of nuclear-power commercial 
only to the engineering equipment. ing maintenance. The sodium loops ships,” said Admiral Rickover, The 

_ The inherent advantage, there- must remain absolutely leakproof. fact that the Navy is building new 
fore, does not lie in maximum shaft Nine tenths of the power plant's atomic ships shows the requirement 
output, but in two other qualities: maintenance is concerned with of the military for performance, not 
duration of operation at high out- keeping this loop tightly sealed. cost. However, there are points of 
put, and flexibility of output, Results of faulty sealing in so- economy to consider both in favor 

dium loops: and against the nuclear power 
Flexibility of Output . . . . plant. First, let me concede the fact 

1. Liquid sodium will react with that present nuclear power cannot 
Rapid changes in firing rates due water to form explosive hydrogen. compete economically with conven- 

to rapid changes in turbine steam If sodium were to leak into the tional power. The first fuel for the 
requirements have adverse effects evaporators and superheaters, or Nautilus cost fifty times that for an 
upon the conventional boiler. These even come in contact with water on oil-fired ship. Also, training of per- 
changes in heat inside the boiler the ship’s deck, the entire ship sonnel to handle the nuclear power 
warp the steel boiler side plates would be endangered. plant far exceeds that required for 
enough to necessitate boiler re- 2. Sodium will react with oxygen operation of conventional plants. 
placement. The nuclear reactor has to become very corrosive to steel Thus, at present, nuclear power 
no steel plates to warp. It is the piping. The Navy’s second nuclear- costs are extremely high as shown 
quick starts and stops which add to powered submarine, the USS Sea- by the Nautilus, which is continu- 
the capability of the destroyer in wolf, developed leaks in the steam ing to produce 10,000 HP at ten 
anti-submarine warfare. In the con- generators and superheaters due to times the cost of prevailing indus- 
ventional boiler, quick stops. will the corrosive nature of sodium. To trial power. 
blow safety valves on the steam remedy this problem, the primary Now, let us consider these 
drum and superheat tubes. The and secondary loops of the destroy- nl 
steam rate of the boiler is not as er’s sodium system could be pres- Points: . a 
flexible as the throttles on the tur- — surized with helium. All gaps in| +. The annual production of oil 
bine. The steam generation of the the sodium line would not contain 1 1949 in North America was 285,- 
nuclear reactor can provide excel- oxygen, but the non-reactant he- 900,000 tons. The possible duration 
lent flexibility. For quick stops the lium. The high cost of helium of oil at this rate (from North 
feed water How can be slowed or would further necessitate the ab- America) is fifteen years, Atomic 
halted entirely. The sodium will solute leak-proof lines. power will ensure the United States 
continue to circulate. There is no Maintenance constitutes a high — POwer for an unlimited time and 
danger of overheated and ruptured cost in the operation of the nuclear from internal resources. 
tubes, since the highest tempera- plant. 2. Nuclear power costs are ex- 
ture in the system is 925° F. The pected to drop one-third in five 
reactor can be controlled instan- Economy of Operation years. 
tancously for heat output by the “Nuclear power plants are more Consider the costs of an indus- 
automatically operated control costly to design, build, operate, _ trial plant: 
rods, (Control rods are rods which 

control the level of reaction in the 

reactor by their depth in the react- TABLE 1—POWER COSTS—SODIUM GRAPHITE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 
ing material.) For quick starts, the | 
feed water flow could be increased. Not Future 
Surge tanks in the primary sodium — Fuel ....... 2.000.000 cece eee e cee e eee ee eens Uranium Thorium 
loop would automatically put more Fuel Temperature limit °F ....... 00.00.0000 c eee 1200 2000 
sodium into the system for greater 
heat transfer. The steam producing Steam conditions Psig/°F ....... 0.00. eee cece eee 800/825 145/1000 

system could keep step with the Electrical Capacity KW. 20... 00. e cece cece ene 75,000 125,000 
turbine throttle for greatest ship Capital costs $/KW occ cc cece cc cccce cece eeeeees 

performance: Reactor system 2.0.0... 006s 135 80 

Cooling system 2.2.00... 00 ccc eee eee eee eee 45 20 
Duration of Operation 

Power Costs Mills/KW-hr. ........00. 00000 eee 

The nuclear destroyer would be Capital costs 60. e cece cece eee te eee ees 3.5 2.0 
able to operate at high output for FuelCOStS eauve sx w GeMeR ae HOKE Wh Sheen x 2.0-3.2 1.0-2.0 
unlimited periods of time. The Operating & Maintenance ........0.... 00 eee eee 2.0 1.0 
Nautilus, the first nuclear-powered = — 
vessel, traveled 62,562 miles on one 8.0 45 
nuclear fuel load. No longer would 
the strategic value of the destroyer 
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The totals of Table 1 show total stand the pressure that would re- tune for installation of the nuclear 
industrial nuclear power costs to be sult from an extremely large rup- _ reactor. Mayor overhaul of the for- 
presently greater than 8.0 mills per _ ture of the primary coolant system. _ ward fireroom would be substituted 
KW-hr. Present coal burning indus- The radiation-monitoring system by reactor installation. Work could 
trial plants are producing power at — for a nuclear destroyer would be be performed by yard personnel. 
3.5 mills per KW-hr. In the South, —_ designed to ensure proper radiation Costs of the installation would not 
power costs go as low as 1 mill per _ levels for personnel protection. The — be extremely high, probably less 
KW-hr. The nuclear power plant — system would include air-particle than two per cent of the cost of the 
may in the future compete with — detectors, gamma detectors, boiler- reactor. 
the coal and oil-burning plants, leak detectors, and a discharge sys- 

since coal and oil prices are going _ tem activity indicator. The air de- CONCLUSIONS 
up, while atomic fuel prices are de- __ tectors would sample the radio ac- 
creasing. Table 1 shows the ex- tivity of the air in the shielded area That atomic reactors can be sub- 
pected nuclear power costs to be and in adjacent compartments. stituted for boiler-buring conven- 

about 4.5 mills per KW-hr. For the Gamma detectors would be in- tional fuels was recognized as soon 
Navy, any decrease in nuclear stalled in various sections of the as it became clear that self-sustain- 

power cost is a long step toward ship. The boiler-leak detectors ing chain reactions could be 
nuclear practicability. would warn of a ruptured boiler brought about. The advantages of 

3. With a portion of the fleet tube in the steam generator which —_ nuclear-powered ships have been 
under nuclear power, consider the would allow radio-active coolant to demonstrated by the United States 

money saved in the following: enter the unshielded steam system. Navy’s nuclear submarine fleet. 1 
ay Lass Oiler at sea The discharge system activity indi- have attempted to show in brief 

ia 2a SOEs ; cators would ensure that radioac- how these advantages of nuclear 

b. Since 1 Ib. of nuclear fuel tive water is not discharged at a power could be had in the surface 
is equal to about 2,000,000 dock or elsewhere where it would fleet as half the cost of new ships 

Ibs. of fuel oil, the Navy will produce hazardous conditions. plus the full cost of retiring an old 
be able to store replacement In general, the nuclear power ship. Certainly this study is not 

fuel for all of the Navy's nu- plant is considered as safe, if not complete enough to be a basis for 
clear-powered vessels in a few safer than conventional power ship construction. 

buildings. Nuclear fuel is not plants. 
radioactive and it does not As a final consideration, let me BIBLIOGRAPHY 
deteriorate. discuss the costs involved in the in- Bureau of Naval Personnel, Principles of 

stallation process Aad acing, Wala 
Safety of the Nuclear Reactor ) 1958. . 7 

IV, COSTS OF REACTOR AND 
Although personnel safety is a . Crowther, J. G., Nuclear Energy in In- 

factor to ooneidar in opanalig a eo Pern ES ae dustry, New York, Pitman Publishing 
5 ae . Co \ Corporation, 1956. 

steab power plant, of more urgent The initial investment fofthe re- . 
concern is positive protection from actor and installation consttetds4are Dickenson, Robert and Chauncey Starr, 

iati ¢ P : Sodium Graphite Reactors, Reading, 
nuclear radiation, amount almost equal ie the value Addison Wesley Publishing Company, 

The radiation wall shown in Fig- of the remaining portion of the 1958. 

ures 1 would reduce the radiation ship. Actual costs are not available, Isard, Wallis and Vincent Whitney, 
to a level such that, during a cruise but relative values and a few im- Atomic Power, New York, Blakiston 
lasting the life of the reactor, the stallation procedures can be cited. Company, 1952. 

average crew member would re- “Nee Joint Committee on Atomic: Energy, 
x . a a . Reactor Costs Atomic Power and Private Enterprise, 

ceive less radiation than he would Wakhineten D.C. Gavemmene Bent. 
* eh . ate +. ashington D. C., Government Print 

during a lifetime from cosmic rays, Reactor costs in no way compare ing Office, Dec. 1952. 

routine and dental X-rays, televi- wilt bails costs. “ Teplacemontiok Kramid, Arnold and Eugene M. Zurkert, 
sion screens, etc. It is unfortunate the Nautilus’ engine would cost Atomic Energy for Your Business, New 
that sodium becomes radio-active. $18,000,000 compared with $2,500,- York, David McKay Company, 1956. 

This necessitates having two so- 000 for equal horsepower oil-fired Lapp, Ralph E., Atoms and People, New 
dium loops. The primary loop is | unit. The Seawolf cost the Navy York, Hay and Brothers, 1956. 

radio-active, while the secondary $57,000,000; $25,000,000 for the Pickard, J. K., Nuclear Power Reactors, 
loop is not. The two are separated power plant and $32,000,000 for the Princeton, D. Van Nostrand Company, 

by a radiation wall. To restrict the ship. A World War II submarine 1957. 
spread of radio-activity in the event | would cost about one-half as much Stokley, James, The New World of the 
of a dual casualty (ie., rupture of as the Seawolf, Thus, one could Atom, New York, Van Ries Press, 1957. 

the primary coolant system and expect that the reactor for a nu- — Wendt, Gerald, The Prospects of Nuclear 
subsequent melting of the nuclear clear destroyer would cost about Power and Technology, Princeton, D. 

core with attendant release of fis- the original cost of the ship. Van Nostrand Company, 1957. 
< s h iclear part of -) Woodbury, David O., Atoms for Peace, a ee ome Ietcly frei q ° lactation (Coss Now You, Dodd, Mead. cand ‘Com 

steel container (radiation wall, Fig- Once every two years a destroyer u - ve . . , 
i js 3 . : nited States Naval Academy, Naval 

ure 1). This container is large goes into the yard for major over- Machinery, Annapolis, United States 
enough and strong enough to with- haul. This time would be oppor- Naval Institute, 1946. 
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oO Automatic cars with button and lever 

wit elh controls may seem far out right now. But 
Ford Motor Company scientists and engi- 

neers are busy prying out and buttoning 

down some fantastic computer- 

, fs controlled guidance systems for future 

WU On Or Ford-built cars, 

Among the controls now under study at 

Ford is a radar system that warns a 

Burtfalo ”» driver when he gets too close to the 
oO vehicle ahead. Another is a short-range 

radio frequency device that extends the 

limits of drivers’ senses by giving advance 

information on road surface and weather 

conditions, evaluating and appraising 

obstacles in the driving path ahead. 

When developed, control systems like 

these will enable drivers to enjoy safer, 

C7 faster driving without fatigue. 
¢: =a Advanced studies of this nature are but 

Seg a part of a continuous and wide-ranging 

Lf Ne program that has gained Ford its place 

Z é of leadership through scientific research 

Vo and engineering. 

> MOTOR COMPANY 
The American Road, Dearborn, Michigan 
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250,000 rpm /-452°F 
Miniature turboexpander permits major breakthrough A leader in cryogenic cooling and lightweight turbo- 
in cryogenics ...Temperatures ranging from —200°F to machinery, Garrett-AiResearch is now developing a closed 
—452°F are achieved by converting gases such as helium cycle cryogenic system to compress and then expand (boil 
and nitrogen into a liquid state. off) the low temperature gas into its supercold liquid state. 

When cryogenic liquids circulate over an object, the The tiny turbines within the system run on air bearings 
moving molecules within come virtually to a stop. This and eliminate all rubbing surfaces. Much greater system 
abnormal condition makes some metals superconductive and reliability and long life is the result... another major ad- 
extraordinarily sensitive to any form of electrical energy. vance by Garrett in the exciting new science of cryogenics. 

Military and commercial applications include increas- For information about other interesting projects and the 

ing the effectiveness of ground and airborne detection, navi- many career opportunities with The Garrett Corporation, 
gation and communication systems, shrinking the size of write to Mr. G. D. Bradley in Los Angeles. 
computers and solving specialized space cooling problems. Garrett is an “equal opportunity” employer. 

THE GARRETT CORPORATION divisions and subsidiaries: AiResearch Manufacturing 

Divisions « Los Angeles 45, California » Phoenix, Arizona * Airsupply-Aero Engineering 

Garrett Supply « Air Cruisers * AiResearch Industrial * Garrett Manufacturing Limited 

AiResearch Aviation Service * Garrett International S.A. « Garrett (Japan) Limited 
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Land Subdivisi 

by Robert J. Steindorf 

E Bg 0 (alin (& r Utd daditind’ 
WIDELY accepted general and sidewalks. Sometimes even the Nik Nvission has been granted cer- 

A definition of “subdivision” is, surveying done in laying out the Nain regulatory powers. The Com- 
“the division of a lot, parcel, — lots was faulty. This often led to mission has stated that the subdi- 

or tract of land by owners or their later land disputes. Yet the demand __ vision should be served by an in- 
agents for purpose of transfer of for housing was so great in many of _ ternal street system of adequate 
ownership or building develop- these areas that the inferior homes capacity and that this system 
ment.” were sold readily. Today many of — should have as few intersections 

Land subdivision, however, is these homes, which were built a with state trunk highways as pos- 
more than just a means of market- relatively short time ago, are un- sible. They also have ruled that in- 
ing land. It can truly be called the desirable, if not actually unsafe, dividual lots do not require direct 
first step in the building of a city. places in which to live. vehicular access to state highways 
Subdivision can be broken down and that lots should have a mini- 
into three areas of study; the plan- State Restriction of Subdivision mum setback distance from these 
ning of new towns, the replanning Practices highways. 
of existing towns, and the scientific . | 
platting of new sections of existing In recent Years; the urgent need Municipal Restrictions On 
towns. for some regulation over subdivi- Subdivision 

While subdivision is of great im- sion has been recognized. Many 
portance, it has proceeded, until state governments became alarmed In order to supplement these 
recently, in a haphazard fachion: over the situation and took steps to state requirements, many muni- 

Land developers were often quilty counteract it. They tightened up cipalities have established a set of 
of gross land abuses, They would their interpretations of existing restrictions in order to cope with 
Bie up large tracts of land for de- Statutes or pushed new statutes their own individual needs. A good 

velopment without considering through their legislatures in order example of such restrictions is the 

whether the site avould be suitable to gain more control over subdivi- set drawn up by the City Planning 
for ia. residential. ares. ‘Then they sion practices. The State of Wis- Commission of Madison, Wiscon- 
would divide the land into lots, consin is probably typical of most sin. The City of Madison has set up 
construct some cheap houses, and states with regard to this matter. standards which limit the length 
sell it to the unwary public. There Wisconsin now has laws which en- and width of blocks and the laying 
was little or no control exerted over able it to control the layout, ap- out of separate lots. It also controls 
these developers and the results proval, and recording of plats. the street layout by restricting the 

were as might be expected. In The Wisconsin State Board of size of streets, their frequency of 
many areas, the subdivisions were, Health has been granted the power intersection with major through 
at best, inferior in quality. The to restrict the size of lots, the loca- streets, and even the desired angle 
homse were substandard in con- tion and construction of wells, and of such intersections. In addition, 

struction, the streets were not uni- the installation of pumps. It may it tells when to use pedestrian 
form, and the subdivision was laid also require the subdivider to make walks and gives their minimum 
out in a rigid pattern without re- certain soil tests. Sees 
gard to beauty, function, or local As land subdivision tends to af- . 
conditions. fect highways by generating traf- Protective Covenants 

At worst, the subdivider sold off fic, increasing vehicular parking re- Further protection for the home 
the lots and houses without supply- quirements, reducing sight dis- owner and for the subdivider can 
ing any of the necessary improve- tance, increasing the number of ac- be obtained by drawing up a pro- 
ments such as water, sewers, storm cess points, and in general creating tective covenant. A covenant is an 

drains, and paved streets, curbs, a traffic hazard, the State Highway agreement between the subdivider 
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and lot purchasers in which all often he doesn’t use this freedom. maintain, and may attract a lot of 
parties seek to gain certain ad- The subdivider is naturally trying undesirable through traffic. 
vantages. The covenant, to which to make money, He will, therefore, Curvilinear streets are being ex- 
all home owners in the particular usually lay out the subdivision as : : ee ae 
. . ges 3 . tensively used in new subdivisions. 
area are bound, restricts the owner cheaply as possible. This almost Tt id maceful : 
from using his land for any pur- invariably means that he will lay Hey’ provide: # umore: gracekul ape 
pose that tends to downgrade the __ it out in a rectangular pattern. pearance to the area as well as 
area or to create a nuisance, It is A momnelangecem, which my being functional. Curvilinear streets 

}- ect ar Sys i : 2 ve > 1 e ite 296] a query pas up for a, APecific exist as either the gridiron or the C8” be Hed aie mail to ue 
ength of time, probably fifteen to checkerboard design, has many topograp ny 2 the land. In addi- 

twenty-five years, but often con- distinct advantages. It is easy to tion, they discourage through traf- 

Ld at Coe ec use, inexpensive, efficient, lot de- fic. This is a distinct advantage as 

vevisie laa ie proper : scriptions are easy to write, and the it keeps the area relatively safer 

Deeds, it has the a thetiy of system can be extended indefi- and quieter. 
3 as mie authority oF & nitely. These characteristics all : ‘ ilé dip effec : : Another valuable tool of the sub- 

fay while in effect combine to make this a valuable divider is the cul-de-sac street. This The format of such a covenant —_Jayout pattern. However, it should : — a 
should contain a statement of pur- not be looked upon as a cure-all 8 2 short street with one end per- 
pose. This gives the reasons for the that can be rigorously applied to manently closed and terminating in 
covenant and the names and ad- all situations. In fact, for most a small loop. It is especially valua- 

ae of a people involved. cases it is unsatisfactory. ble in providing access in areas of 
Next, there will be a clear descrip- ae fae steep grades. It also restricts the 
tion of the region covered by the The rectangular Pattern is far 4 F teathic ‘+ thereby cre- too rigid to be applied widely. It amount of traffic on it, thereby cre 
covenant, After this comes the list 8 _2PP Be ating a safer neighborhood, H 
of residential controls. These con- doesn't take into consideration ating @ sater HEISADOMIOO. eee 
trols may provide restrictions on variable topography of the land or _ ever, this type of street should be 

architectural style, size and quality street differentiation. een on ae used only where local conditions 

of buildings, building location, lot grounc, at leaves somet ing’ to _be warrant it. 
width and area, and detrimental ci Ie th ecu) les: as Some objection to the cul-de-sac 
uses which the land might be used AVE CHAM QEREE Cesleus, ANC 1s NO street is raise » street depart- 
for en DE Uses so applicable to function of land. sireetzis raised by ~ sires te epar . 

There is often a fourth secti For these reasons, the rectangular = ™ent, who claim that it is more 
f the. 2 onen on ae sechan pattern is declining in importance expensive to service, and by de- 

of the covenant w nich ‘is simply in planning residential areas. livery services, who cite the fact 
labeled “other controls”. This is that they always have to retrace . 
ie section which contains any- their steps when making deliveries. 
thing ot appropriately placed Modern Concepts in Layout Also, if the street is a blind end, it 

elsewhere. It may contain restric- coe, will inevitably cause some traffic 
tions on landscaping, Property ee ou ‘cue a re- congestion. In many cases, a short 
maintenance, non-residential build- sult 0 slavis" y stic ms to one loop would serve the purpose bet- 
ings, the use of signs, or the provi- particular design no matter what ter then the cul:dessac 
sions made for parks and other conditions may exist. Modern de- ° 7 , 
recreational areas. It also outlines sign procedures call for originality 
the enforcement and severability | and imagination on the part of the Laying Out of Lots 
of the covenant. subdivider. The present concept in 

The covenant may be drawn up layout demands that each area be Incorporating new street designs 
as a blanket agreement, which in- __ laid out as an individual and inde- introduces problems in laying out 
volves all owners in the subdivi. Pendent neighborhood planned ac- _lots and blocks. Blocks should be 

sion, or on an individual basis, in cording to function. This is result- wide enough to provide for two 

which each owner has a separate 2g in more original street patterns __ tiers of lots of appropriate depth. 

agreement with the subdivider, It | and block and lot layout. Appropriate depth is generally ac- 

has been found to be more desir- The street layout is of primary ee ee “n Sie ae 
able to use the blanket coverage importance in the laying out of that * scoond house seat eventually 
because it is easier to enforce subdivisions, for it determines the be built on the lot This is unde- 
and there can be no cause for shape and function of the area. . ». ease. an a 
complaint as the restrictions are The streets are usually laid out sirable fanaa te ee oe te the 

if . is usué a et erior- uniform. first. Then other details of the sub- Tear is Usue. BONS 5 a eneh 
sig . ate. If the lot is too shallow, the 

division are filled in. Care must be . . ‘lose } 
sae ised in. planning: streets. ‘Thi house will be set too close to the 

Rectangular Subdivision Layout exercised in planning streets. Ihe ‘ here will be ade- . street and there will not be ade 
streets should be of the right . for a ke Forde 

Despite these seemingly thor- width to be consistent with their Gate room end a th bite total 
ough restrictions imposed upon _ use. A too narrow street will likely qt 4d recommende side tis : si “ 
him by the state, the municipality, cause congestion if used much, A an waa Abd do en a f 
and by private contract, the sub- too wide street will impose un- oe eaeee h a ecable. 2 

divider can exercise great flexibil- necessary cost on the price of lots, — *?” a5 TOUCH. MCEE, Gesikaviee 
ity in his work. However, all too is more expensive to build and (Continued on page 19) 
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Direct FM | 
° 

[wo-Way Radio 
by F. J. Fruzyna 

Ad prt , 
or Nr} 

IRECT frequency modula- _ megacycle signal and demodulates Why Direct FM Rather Than 
D tion is becoming popular in it into the speech and comes from Indirect FM 

radio communications today. the operator of unit one. The advantage of little interfer- 

Of this type of voice communica- anes hetaeen iets ae a range of 
tion. system, the wo-way radio, Why FM Rather Than AM 50 to 100 miles of frequencies 

consisting of a stationary unit and above 100 mevacycles has been:dis- 

one or more mobile units, is the Frequency modulation (FM) has a saed Tl Tiss Tigh Ere on 
fastest growing. The use of such proved more suitable for two-way cusse CFs also. hh 8 a ean 
systems, as authorized by the FCC, radio systems. It provides greater mes ( f] ) * “C nad 7 3 ee 
had increased by the end of 1960 coverage for reception of usable ae Ss ane he | ess ee. 
to over two million. Major users are signals than does amplitude modu- ue, Th OTe xe 7 ale at re 
fire and police organizations, taxi- lation (Am). This means a greater 1) mons ae ; sippa Ss, a nN 

: : ae ional . an megacycles, also have better re- 
cab companies, public utility re- rejection of unusable signals. The flecti alines thar lead. to ad 
pair sections, medical people, and range of operation of stations above ee 10> ana’ ba at . es . S, mal 
rural service and installation 100 megacycles is only about 50 to eerie oe un an ble i 7 he signa 
groups. 100 miles; countrywide, therefore, by dai Ny MA thee : c m 4 Te dead 

more stations can operate without punemys an ot ye normaly cea 
The Two-Way Radio System interfering with each other. Control areas. ae pe ees has a shores 

A typical system would consist of is exercised by the FCC and sta- Alta é eon 2 fallioonme ne ah 
a repeater unit, a control station tions are assigned frequencies that Of OPCTatIOn ane’ allowing other sta- 

} Pepe Mer WME, a ‘contro s : ‘| in tl specifi tions to operate closer than in the 
which could be considered the desk will not overlap in the specific lower yange of frequencies, .All 
unit of a police station, and two geographical area of operation. ines band bon ces mses wil! sigh Ws 
mobile units which could be two of The major advantage of FM is quencies in city use 
the department patrol cars. This the freedom from noise. Almost . . . . 

system, let us say, uses a transmis- everyone has had the experience of This is where the consideration 
sion frequency of 460 megacycles listening to both FM and AM com- of direct modulation becomes Te 
and reception frequency of 465 mercial broadcasting stations and portant. Direct modulation can be 

megacycles; any point in the higher _ noticing the better reception of the produced . by the reactance tube, 
frequencies of the 25-470 mega- FM stations. The “static” that must P-? junction diodes, and_transis- 
cycle band could have been chosen. be considered is either natural or tors. Each of these devices has its 
Each unit’s transmitter and receiver man made noise. The natural noise advantages. Direct frequency mod- 
is tuned to these frequencies. The that is most important is caused by ulation as a whole is more Gooner 
use of the repeater unit or more lightning, while the man made ical. It is cheaper to build and 

than one repeater in various loca- noise, of similar characteristics, maintain because each unit has 
tions increases the range of the en- comes from generators, motors, fewer components and lower power 
tire system. lighting fixtures, spark plugs or any requirements, and is smaller in size 

Assume that mobile unit one other source where a spark jumps because of the Use of semiconduc- 

wants to communicate with mobile a gap. Since most of these units op- fF devices including transistors. 
unit two. Unit one switches his erate in motor vehicles this a very To show how the number of 

radio to transmit and talks into his important factor that has made FM components is decreased, the two 
microphone. Out of his antenna more popular. The cost of AM and systems, indirect and direct, must 
comes a 460 megacycle modulated FM units are approximately the be compared. The indirect modula- 
carrier with the information. This same, so the noise advantage in FM tion changes the phase of the signal 
signal is picked up by the repeater is important. As a rule of thumb and adds it to the low frequency, 
and is converted to 465 megacycles __ the signal to noise ratioof AM must —200 kilocycle signal, producing a 
and sent out to mobile unit two. be 100 to 1 while this ratio for FM frequency variation of a few cycles. 
Mobile unit two receives this 465 must be 2 to 1 for good reception. The oscillator frequency must be 
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low in order to produce a detect- _ megacycles. This means that little Land Subdivision 

able change in frequency, thus re- _ multiplication is needed. 

quiring considerable multiplication Transistors, along with their de- (Continued from page 17) 

to get the high frequency signal crease in size and weight, decrease | 

that is to be transmitted. Direct the current drawn from the power The Overall Picture 

modulation is directly varying the source by about 10 to 1. This is Despite the subdivider’s concern 

oscillator by changing one of the very important in the use of mobile —_with all of the details of laying out 

reactive elements of the tuned tank — units. The vehicle batteries last 4 yesidential area, he must always 

of the oscillator, Usually the capac- _ longer and special, more costly ve-__ be able to step back and look at the 

itive element is varied according __hicle generators are not required to _ project as a whole. He has to inte- 

to the audio or information bearing produce these high frequency sig- _ grate all the fine points to produce 

signal. This capacitive element can _ nals. the whole as a pleasing and func- 

be changed by the reactance tube To illustrate the decrease in size tional unit. This would necessitate 

modulator or by use of the transi- through the use of transistorized taking into consideration non-resi- 

tion capacitance of transistors or units, consider the miniaturized dential sections. Provision must be 

semiconductor diodes in the place  “Personalfone” developed by RCA. made for churches, schools, play- 

of the tube unit. When noting the The weight of the transmitter is grounds, and parks or for access to 

frequency of the oscillator in the only 28 ounces and the receiver such facilities as are already exist- 

direct method, we see that it is at only 14 ounces. The total unit ing. In some areas, transportation 

5 megacycles, which is much higher —_ weight is only 42 ounces. The maxi- is also a critical problem and near- 

than the indirect method. There- | mum range of this specific unit is ness to transit systems would be of 

fore the multiplication factor is de- 2 miles. This is just a specific ex- great importance. 

creased from 3072 to 30 by using ample to show why semiconductor 

the direct modulation method. devices must also be considered LIST OF WORKS CITED 

These multipliers require the use when selecting the type of com- 1. Madison City Plan Commission. Land 

of three tubes to multiply by a munication system to be procured. Subdivision of Madison, Wisconsin, 

factor of approximately 25 times. March 1961. 
When high frequency transistors BIBLIOGRAPHY 2. State Director of Regional Planning, 

are used, the oscillator frequency Schwartz, M., Information Transmission oe lane of Health, and, Seite 

can be increased to 100 megacycles eon ail, oo New York: Me- Platting Statute, April v 1961. 

or greater which is very important Lytel, A. H., Two Way Radio. New 3. Nolen, John. City Planning. New York, 

in the use of UHF signals over 400 York: McGraw Hill, 1959. 1916. 
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< If you liked it enough to stay. But studies show 

| £4... 3. us that the average engineer or scientist switches 

; | a | jobs four times in his career. This usually means four 

i >. J ®@ | =) moving vans, four houses, four new schools, four 

| _ oe times your subscriptions get: lost and four new 

LL, ~~ » 2 ~ @ = we sets of friends to break in. © At Jet Propulsion 

| : 4 a 2, > Laboratory, chances are you'll keep your friends 

@ | , ) . a | yy and subscriptions intact. JPL, you know, is oper- 

| — we es © ated by Cal Tech for the National Aeronautics 

: - _— and Space Administration. It’s kind of a super 
. graduate school where a lot of talented people are 

| _____ designing the instrument-packed spacecraft that will explore our 

Moon and the planets. 0 It’s fascinating work..With boundaries as 

wide as space itself. And for many of the people that work | 

; here now, it was their first job. And their last. O If 

| YO ( x you're interested in basic and applied research, send a 

| resume with full qualifications and experience to JPL, 

Pasadena, Calif. © “An equal opportunity employer.” | 

JET PROPULSION LABORATORY (ff) 
| 4800 OAK GROVE DRIVE, PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 

L a ; = Operated by California Institute of Technology f0r the National Aeronautics & Space Administration i 
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ve ft me Vo WITH TL Ve ed 7 
sl: i 3 altel )~«€CUUTC? 
The scene: UTC development center. The action: static firing test is monitored 
onclosed-circuit TV in Remote Control and Data Acquisition Center. 

Would you enjoy applying your talents to major programs in advanced 
propulsion —large segmented solid propellant rocket engines, hybrid rocket 
engines, and storable high-energy liquid propellant engines? 

Would you find it stimulating to work directly with recognized professional 
leaders at a modern multi-million-dollar complex, where you could avail 
yourself of the very latest techniques, methods, ideas, and equipment? 

Would you appreciate living in the San Francisco Bay area, which features 
“West Coast’ living at its finest? Plus the possibility of financial gain if you 
can give evidence of real creativity and initiative? That is what the future 
holds at UTC. If you are interested, we invite you to contact J. W. Waste, 
Dept. 12E, United Technology Corporation, Box 358, Sunnyvale, California. 
UTC is an Equal Opportunity Employer. 

UNITED TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION SS» 

SUBSIDIARY OF a CORPORATION 
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pe ep i ELECTRONIC : 

ee FLASH €EGD  milli-mike’ 
Oe FLASH EQUIPMENT 

ee IF E aud : INSTRUMENTS 
4 isis, ian i 4 | ae Co EG&G’ All f i i | So ae: Mea C meee al 16 

Ft ome i ee \@ OF the first and are, by a substantial 
" fi 2 a = oe margin, the most advanced in the 

or ii oa bits Mo meAloTanll ual rorger sce Creo 
@ Flash-induced chemical catalysis ey en ing and measurement. 
© High-speed phot i - anal eee reantene of chemical Microflash Flash Duration: 0.5 micro- 
© Moti tudi HOEK. second. Peak Light: 50x 108 beam MODEL 707 

otion studies, shock-wave photos candle power. Energy Input: 8 ws (.05 OSCILLOSCOPE 
@ Cloud chamber physics mfd at 18 kv). Recycle Time: 5 seconds. DC to 2000 Mc bandwidth... 
@ Deep-sea photography Time Delay: Adjustable from 3 to 1000 me ne millimicrasecond rise 

@ U.V. printing and time-marking microseconds. Price: $279.00. Eoint a sees repetitive “sgnal ‘capabilty . Light Source Attachment: $35.00. IOs Seve ature cabapulily © Satellite beacon systems & iS R23) width. Small spot size, maxi: — econ 13 ae Ht Spot size i 
EG&G's leadership in flash technology is MARK VI } ec \ brated sweep speeds: 6°40, 
solidly based on original contributions to SENSITOMETER u a) tmicroseconds/em™ Easy te onerate invaluc 
the state of the art which have produced Compact, easy to ‘ ee Bble for Measurement 07 diode tecovety 
more than 40 patent: b ireui use, laboratory de- <— Cre time, ultra-high-frequency phenomena and 

patents for tubes, circuits and viee. Will accomme- ree | in many other applications. 

strobe systems. date glass plates, 16 mm. or 35 mm. ——_$— 
OPTICAL MASER films. Exposure Times: 1/100, 1/1000, 

iD eel 1/10,000 second. Built-in voltage regu: MODEL 751 
S f i ry (LASER) lator. Color correction filters unneces- PULSE GENERATOR 
ae .- L UMPS sary. Price $600.00. Mark VII Sensitom- All solid-state, transistor- 

2 el eo i IGHT P eter, which has the additional ranges teed nish speed pulse gen: 
. yo A 400 ws. system of 1/100,000 and 1/1,000,000, is . pulses of fast rise time (less nn : ey $1190 available at $1200.00. st | than 1 mmillimicrosacand). 

a — Repetition rate: cycles to 

1250 ws. system High-Speed = SSO oor etna ass once: 531 532 $3345 STROBOSCOPE nla | @ + 6@)| 7 Pulse amplitude: 20 v. into 
Model 531 Output: 400 ws. (1050 mfdat900v.) Light source spe- | ee Naa eoattlone Prices seme 
Input: 115 v. 60 cycle a.c. Price $795. Model cially developed for oe 

532 Flash Head with 2 Model 100 tubes: use. witty high-speed ee) ——— 
$395. System will drive ruby rods with 400 ws. GF fsbinoving aE pas. ig) MODEL 850 
threshold. System price: $1190. jects such as shock = & Oe CAMERA SYSTEM 

. waves and_ projec- on nt Optimized, fully integrated 
Model 522 Two unit 1280 ws. system provides 7 fF : - system for photographic recording of the 

: : tiles. Flashing Rate: fastest transients at 1:1 magnification up to 4 kv. into 80 mfd. or 160 mfd. Triggered Up to 6000 flashes per second. Flash . . 
externally or from front panel. Drives Model Duration: a low as 1.2 microsecond.  — 

riggering: From camera, oscillator or 511, 512, 513 Flash Heads with 4 to 10 Model contactor. Price: $3500.00. DIODE RECOVERY 
100 tubes. Accommodates crystals 2” long ABLE SY. 

; MODEL 516 BD CABLE SYSTEM 
up to ¥%4" dia. Input: 110 v. or 220 v. 60 cycle : pre ll Model 760, a complete sys- 
ac. Price $3345 (complete system with 4 aa @oz. Mean e ene cose don and the milli 
tubes). —— eee ne microsecond region. Eontrals and meter on 

- say sturdy metal case. 
Note: Power supplies, capacitor banks, ‘ “lo © 

flash heads, pulse transformers are all mopecsiz: 
available as separate items. G,, women MODELS: PULSE INVERTERS 

Microscope Flash Illuminator Mod. baiun with excellent frequency response ior 
XENON FLASH TUBES provides high intensity flashes (150 l0botim Signals.” Motel #19 {for use. with 

i EG&G Model 751 Pulse Generator) to provide SS _e_ er” microseconds at 100 ws) for extreme negative pulse output. 
FXel Gab ye) 400 ws. FXC38 200 — close-up photography of delicate sub- 

“1 (above) 400 ws. FX-38 200 ws. jects without heat damage... e.g. —— 
soo Ge cnc human eye, insects, botanical speci- 

5 ‘ mens, etc. Model 517, separate lamp RADIATION 
FX-42 (above) 3” arc, 600 ws. assembly permits close-ups of under- MEASUREMENTS 

FX-45 6" arc, 2000 ws. water subjects in fish tanks, etc. Com- Complete systems using 
Ss plete system, consisting of models EGeG, detectors and Modet ar Poop e ns: amy measur igh-fre- [mis] 515, 516 and 517 — $579.00. quency pulsed radiation, s 

(alee) Mote!:100 Double Flash for silhouette photog- CO OC O""" 
yy if raphy... flashes at accurately timed 

i i TRANSFORMERS, 31 (ab 5 ws. flat-t df i intervals from 5 to 100 microseconds. 7 
BXESI (ABOVE) 5 WS, Hleteopped foroptinum Flash duration 4 microsecond. Price: POWER SUPPLIES 

. $2000.00 EG&G tstandingl I 
Further information on request on above stalfen and equipped to design and produce 

i i le custom-bui ans’ » Cc . ie products and on Hydrogen Thyratrons and Hee areata trace atu netic amplifiers, DC to DC converters, pulse . ‘ . rans 
Diodes, Triggered Spark Gaps, Transform negative ateup to 100 kc. rate. Price: or vcommmercial isowsvand. tigger (rane. 
ers, Oceanographic Instruments, Radia- Basic unit: $2800.00. Discharge units: formers for all types of flash tubes. 

tion Detection Devices, other Flash Tubes, $525.00 ea. Full technical information on all products 
Flash Machines, Stroboscopes, etc. available on request. 

Edgerton, Edgerton, 

Germeshausen See ak cis Ry by CABLE: EGGINC, BOSTON; TWX: BS 1099 & Grier, Inc 
Ct ee Edgerton, Germeshausen & Grier iu i 

180 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON 15, MASS. 180 BROOKLINE AVE, BOSTON 15, MASS. 180 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON 15, MASS. 
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ON ee iy w& quality electronic kits and instru- Attractive, two-tone metal cab- 
ees) Ww = ments. Now, hobbyist, experi- inet; only 814” deep; styled to 

; a me menter—anyone who likes to do match any decor. All controls in 
ool ee y Db things—can assemble this top qual- front for easy handling. Speaker 

ea : ey a ity TV receiver; an educational, mounted in front of cabinet behind 
be } i a 4 “®) practical, FUN project with lasting — gold-tone grille. Chassis wiring is 
Ti i Fon ie Je pride of accomplishment plus a greatly simplified through use of 
0 eee a substantial dollar savings. newly introduced multi-purpose 

aaa oe“ * a3 
| ie." ne gy ’ Instructions for building the Cus- tubes. 

| as bie sh tom Seventy are clear-cut, straight- Extremely stable, trouble-free 
oe te bt | forward. There's no deep technical circuit with transformer power sup- 
a AO i language to translate. Large picture ply gives brilliant, glare free, sharp 

| S tame She diagrams guide the builder with pictures with plenty of contrast 
« en : ‘ : 
_ oases e. handy check lists to insure against and _brightness—even under strong 

| >i errors. ; light. The tuner is already factory 
‘. No technical knowledge whatso- assembled (channels 2 through 13), 

: | ever is needed to do a perfect job pye-aligned and features new 
. Se * yy) of assembling this set. However, a “Lock-Set” fine tuning. No need to 
i 3 reg: schematic diagram and detailed ex- readjust tuning when changing 

pare @ ay ae 2 planation of the circuitry are in- channels. 
my : ao ee ot cluded for those interested in 2 . 5 ‘ 
ah a : studying design features Nineteen inch aluminized picture 

Es a - The Custom Seventy kit is com- wie oer pene has mer 

plete in every detail including steel na 7 af 4 P ving or ee Clnentkd 
sabinet with baked-on finish, alum- Sq. In. OF viewing area. Vircult In- QUALITY TV KIT ANYONE fe > Judes 3 stages -e-aligned vide 

CAN BUILD inized picture tube, all receiving eludes: stages of Drs aligned video 
tubes, wire, solder—everything, All if.,a separate pre-aligned sound if. 

The Conar Division of the Na- parts are first quality, American- amplifier and EwOrstage video am- 

tional Radio Institute, largest-oldest — made, name-brand. Only tools plifier. Has keyed AGC and syne 
Electronics Radio and TV school, needed for assembly are screw. M0! limiter, 

announces availability of an out- driver, pliers and soldering iron or Audio power is sufficient to drive 
standing TV receiver in kit form. soldering pencil. Instructions on — extra speakers if desired, Built-in 

The “Custom Seventy” TV kit is | “How to Solder” are furnished with rabbit ear antenna gives excellent 
the latest addition to a line of high manual. reception in fringe areas, Has ter- 
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minal on back of cabinet for con- and _ connections for controlled at- Quiet operation is assured be- 
necting outdoor antenna. mosphere work under conditions of cause of a unique drive system. The 

Cash price—$135 (complete, in- complete visibility. driving unit is directly connected 
cluding 10% Federal Excise Tax.) Baird-Atomic is preparing acom- __ to the treadway to conserve space 
May also be purchased on a_ prehensive teaching manual de- by eliminating the need for a ma- 

unique “pay-as-you-build” plan— scribing the various experiments chine room. A steel reinforced 
four packages—$36 per package. that can be performed. Included - rubber gear belt meshes with teeth 

are alloy production; ore refining; on the underside of the treads to 
‘ , crystal growing; production of glass = apply the driving force directly 
MO ae taste cae and calcium carbide; illustration of | and uniformly to the moving path- 

surface tension, radiation charac- way. On walks of unusual lengths, 
AND SCIENTIST ALIKE teristics and phase transformation; additional drive units are provided 

About the size of a bread box, demonstration of chemical reac- to share the driving load. 

it plugs into a standard electrical tions; and the obtaining of emis- The standard speed for Westing- 
outlet, and within three seconds sion and absorption spectra. house Electric Walks is 120 feet 

can produce temperatures ap- per minute. However, the com- 
proaching those of the sun’s sur- ELECTRIC WALK AVAILABLE pany will supply walks that oper- 

— 7 : FROM WESTINGHOUSE ate at a speed as great as 180 feet 
or the first time, the tempera- i incline is 

ture pap has been closed we the An Electric Walk with flat en- a oe Cae here te ant 
science teacher and industrial re- trance and exit areas has been de- conforms with ees H eons af the 
searcher alike have been provided veloped by the Wes tinghouse ele- 0 osed cafet vende of th : Aenect 
a safe, practical means of produc- vator division. It is designed to ee Standards Acsoctation 
ing controlled temperatures in the ©@"Y pedestrians horizontally or ° . 
high realms unheard of a few years inclines up to 15 degrees, either The tread-support configuration 
ago, but made almost common- ascending or descending, at speeds = and truss are unique designs that 
place by the materials requirements “P. to 180 feet per minute. . provide great rigidity, yet con- 
of the space age. The new Electric Walk is avail- serve space. Except at the ends of 

Developed by Baird-Atomic, In- able in any length, and in tread the treadway, the vertical distance 
corporated, of Cambridge ” the widths of 27 and 36 inches, Exten- between the tread surface and the 
Kopito Instant Furnace relies ona Sive precautions have been incor- bottom of the truss is only 1244 
new heating concept in producing porated into the unit to insure the inches. Because of this shallow 
temperatures in excess of 5000 de- safety of riders. ; truss design, only a minimum 
grees F. within seconds, The heat- The treadway surface is com- amount of space is needed under 
ing element used is a strip of posed of narrow grooved treads of the Electric Walk. 

graphite cloth, supplied by Na- nian) na ie provide See Westinghouse has built the Elec- 
tional Carbon Company, Division Sure eas d © ee s hat tric Walk so that it can be easily 
of Union Carbide Corporation. thas inged, ‘together h u a installed on top of existing ramps. 
Electric current controlled by an Here whe Se os i The only excavation necessary is a 
auto-transformer is conducted to C©ven When the sur amb ie ngle three-foot, five-inch pit below tread 
the graphite cloth through water- panes i on Selects oe, ik level at both ends of the walk. 

cooled carbon rolls, and the sample ot ens ee ecae, val A full operating Electric Walk 
or specimen to be heated rests di- meshes with, Hie Jiiead! grodven fe d th P ’ E ‘oh 7 Sod 
rectly on the inert graphite cloth provide a “combing action _for moe us peen thorough’y tested. 
strip. After the furnace is turned maximum safety at these points. First delivery of the Westing- 
off, the heating element can be Handrails, moving at the same house Electric Walk will be made 
han dled within 15 seconds, and speed as the treadway, are standard early in 1963 and can be furnished 

temperatures return to a harmless equipment on Westinghouse Elec- for indoor as well as outdoor ap- 

level within 2 minutes. trie Walks. pltetions 
The instant furnace is expected 

to find a wide range of application 
in the teaching of physics, chemis- 
try and metallurgy in both college ‘ 
and high school classrooms. In in- : vo — 
dustry, its design permits simul- ' ; ea 
taneous demonstration and precise a nn (ay | 
measurement of such high-temper- ( Eee. ft aa i 
ature properties of materials as wee BAe eo. 
thermal expansion and strain, elec- eo | oe a i 
trical conductivity, emissivity, spe- Se : i K 
cific and fusion heat, and phase ee 
transformation temperatures. a : 
Though most experiments can be Se oe 
conducted in the open air, the fur- : : 
nace is equipped with a bell jar ) : 
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BRAIN BUSTER \ fl 

q by L. L. Chambers 
j 

Two old favorities of mine are 2. Again, upon the heads of The bear again was white, the 
real toughies, both are logic prob- three men are placed colored hats; hunter was 1.175 miles from the 
lems and both are concerned with either red or green. (In this case north pole on any meridian, 
red and green hats. Here they are: there are three of each color.) Each 

1. Upon the heads of three men is allowed to observe the hats on 

are placed colored hats, either red the other two men and the group is “es 
or green, Each man knows there then told, ' IF you see a green hat 

ees oELHRG: GREAT» sod Jate sit down.” The group took their To see the answer to the prob- 
are three green and two red hats ae eee p 

although none knows the color of Sets: They were then told to rise if lem, put yourself in the position 
his own hat. Two of them are al. they could identify their own hat. of the shopkeeper in country A. 
lowed to observe the color of the After several dumbfounded mO- When free exchange existed, each 

ments one man arose and identified 7 > 
hats on each of the other two men. ~ t an APese — dollar in the till had the same 

The question is then asked of the his hat. How did he know: value. However, when your gov- 
first observing man, “What color is a 8 6 ernment declared each B dollar to 

your hat?” To which he replies i 3. If twelve one-ohm resistors be worth only 90 cents, you lost 
‘0 “a Know. ute a 18 asked are arranged as the edges of a ten cents on each B dollar you had. 
P weel 1 Csorve and his ool ‘, cube, find the resistance between — Likewise the owner of the diner 

also aapAtivE NO the rhe a _ diagonally opposite comers of in B lost ten cents on each A dollar oo fremh Se the cube, ad ; a 4 . 
having heard these replies, is asked se he had in the till Cat the instant 
the same question, to which he re- they were devalued!). The two 
plies “Yes.” HE then states the The following are the answers businessmen could have swapped 
color of his hat. for the month of March. their dollars privately, but they did 

Now I ask you, “What color was The answer to the rocket prob- not and each one thus bought half 

his hat?” “Why?” lem is 28000000 miles. of the student’s breakfast. 
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GROW TH CLIMATE ‘ J y | engineers. Positions are available in 
ars nearly all scientific and engineering sen dice’ y i 4d a 

i ‘ yee isciplines, for men and women with 
People... and ideas . . . do best in ! ae A BS. MLS. ”or Ph.D. degrces 
a favorable environment. L pia | 1 , ’ . 

At NASA, scientists and engineers | i NASA invites your inquiry to the 
are favored by many “climatic ad- ia i personnel director of any of the fol- 
vantages, for the vigor, the impor- ff i ie | lowing NASA centers: 
tance, the scope and urgency of , mee | 4 
America’s space program demands J io. | — pone Spacecraft Center, 
the best environment the nation can | y 18 | OOS NOES : 
provide. » a | 8 NASA Goddard Space Flight Cen- 

For professional employees NASA _ q —hCmwra vet; Greenbelt, Marland 
offers a graduate study program sec- Oo , bf | NASA Marshall Space Flight Cen- 
ond to none. While on full salary, | E | ter, Huntsville, Alabama 

you can take graduate courses i ia (af NASA Ames Research Center, Moun- 

credit caing bbe coe a nearby we Le tain View, California 
universities, tuition-free. In-house iw, i _ veann endies 
seminars led by world-famous sci- 7) Tf] NASA Flight Research Center, 

ore ae yi ro Edwards, California 
entists and engineers are offered. In a ie] . 
addition, NASA scientists and engi- iA iA NASA Langley Research Center, 
neers benefit by early professional is if Hampton, Virgima 
recognition, a wide choice of work a if NASA Wallops Station, Wallops Island, 
areas, unmatched facilities, and par- i po Virginia 

ticipation in history-making projects. i | 5 | _ F NASA Lewis Research Center, 

Truly this is growth climate, where ml Oe 8 : Cleveland, Ohio 
career opportunities are as unlimited NASA HEADQUARTERS, Washing- 
as the scope of NASA’s many aero- ton 25, D. C. 
nautical and space exploration activ- 3 
ities. Here, the harvest of your ideas Y POSITIONS FILLED IN ACCORDANCE WITH 
and discoveries may contribute to oe AERO-SPACE TECHNOLOGY ANNOUNCE- 
the benefit and enrichment of all on Wows MENT 252-B. 
mankind. “ ALL QUALIFIED APPLICANTS WILL RE- 

I i i 5 7 CEIVE CONSIDERATION FOR EMPLOY- 

NASA has urgent, need TOW for large ra MENT WITHOUT REGARD TO RACE, CREED 
numbers of qualified scientists and OR COLOR, OR NATIONAL ORIGIN. 

NO! ny Y WV 
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Sing a song of sulfides, / Ts. tbugh to find SD) Out of the wild and wooly West I 
A beaker full of lime, _/ For love or money, comes this hazardous adventure. 
Four and twenty test tubes A joke that’s clean — It seems that a grizzled old pros- 
Breaking all the time. And also funny. ( pector was reminiscing for a bunch 
When the cork is taken out, een ,0 of New England tenderfoots. 
The fumes begin to reek. (c 0) » QW LI “There I was,” he drawled, “trapped 
Now isn’t that an awful mess He Was ‘a rathef_under-sized in a narrow draw with a hungry 
To have five times a week? | freshman at his first college dance, ole grizzly not twenty yards away 

nr) | but despite his smallness and bash- behind a tree, Th’ only way I 
J fulness he was sure of himself in could figger to bag the crittur was 

Bachelor: A guy who is foot- ~ his own way. He walked over to a _ to ricochet a ball off th’ canyon 
loose and fiancee free. beautiful and over-sophisticated wall to th’ right. Now bein’ a cham- 

e 8 8 girl and said, “Pardon me, Miss,  peen shot like I eA just gauged 
but may I have this dance?” th’ wind, judged the lead of the “Mech, Eng.: I hear the Student She looked down at his small barrel and th’ rate of twist, th’ 

Council is trying to stop necking. size and lack of fraternity pin and hardness of th’ rifle ball and th’ 
Chem. Eng.: That so? First thing aid “’m sorry, but I never dance angle of yaw itd have bein’ 

you know they'll be trying to make with a child!” smacked out of shape agin th’ wall, 
the students stop, too. The freshman bowed deeply and and I figgered my chances of nail- 

eo 8 © said, “Oh, I’m sorry, I didn’t know in’ thet bar were about 70-30. A 
; your condition.” one rail bank shot. A controlled 
‘Beg your pardon, but aren’t you ricochet. So I let fly.” 

an engineering student?” a 8 8 The old man paused. Softly one 
“No—it’s just that I couldn’t find of the tenderfeet gasped, “Did you 

my suspenders, my razor blades Freshman: “I don’t know.” get him?” 
were used up, and a car ran over Sophomore: “I’m not prepared.” “Nope,” replied the prospector. 
my hat. boc Junior: “I don’t remember.” “Missed th’ wall.” 

Senior: “I don’t believe that I oe 8 
Girls are like newspapers: They can add anything to what has been A kiss is a peculiar proposition. 

all have forms, they always have said.” Useless to one, it is absolute bliss 
the last word, back numbers are to two. A small boy gets it for noth- 
not in demand, they have great in- se 8 ing, a young man has to lie for it, 
fluence, you can’t believe every- and an old man has to buy it. The 
thing they say, they're thinner than “Did you hear about the wreck?” _ baby’s right, the lover's privilege, 
they used to be, they get along by “No.” and the hypocrite’s mask. To the 
advertising, and every man, should “Yeah, four professors and one young girl, faith; to the married 
have his own and not try to bor- student were killed.” women, hope; and to an old maid, 
row his neighbors. “Poor fellow.” charity. 
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A meek little man walked into a Papa Stork: “Well I guess Ill go The businessman was showing E il g go gz 
barroom and. ordered two drinks out and deliver a few baby boys. his daughter, just returned from 
from the burly bartender. He Mama Stork: “Believe Tl go out finishing school, around the newly 
drank one of the drinks and poured and deliver a few baby girls.” completed mansion, At the swim- 
the other into his shirt pocket Baby Stork: “Well I guess I'll go ming pool, they stopped to watch 
Rhee aboucten coundesl thiewve.  O8t and scare the hell out of some several athletic young men diving 
eeduse. the. bartend aid ie 1 of those college kids.” and stunting. “Oh, Daddy,” she ex- 

hy ¢ aren a th > he ° se 8 claimed, “you’ve stocked it just for 
why: are: you pouring. the ‘ot ex Two men were sitting in a bar. me!” 
drink into your shirt pocket? “Albert,” asked one, “After you eof # 

The little man jumped up into drink a lot, does your tongue Boarder: It’s disgraceful, madam. Jump: ip 9» ro 

the bartender’s face and snarled, — tk Suri vealed th I'm sure two rats were fighting in 

“Mind your own business, you big T don't know, Sam,’ replied the my bedroom last night. ; 
bum, or I shall come over the other. Tve meyer been drunk Madam: What do you expect for 

counter and whale the fire out of enough to light * * $25 a month? Bull fights? 

you.” About that time a blurry-eyed Wife: “Darling, tell me, how did oe 8 
mouse stuck his head out of the you ever get junior to eat olives?” Sunday School Teacher: “Mary, 
man’s shirt pocket and said, “That Ch.E.: “Simple, I started him io you know who made you?” 
goes for your damned cat, too.” with martinis.” Mary: “Originally or recently?” 

= \ CIVIL ENGINEERS: A . 
ill | i 9 Prepare for your future in highway 

SS CedTi ay engineering—get the facts about new 

DSP 7 i) gl DEEP-STRENGTH (Asphalt-Base) pavement 

ay J Ue am 7 iA y With today’s ‘giant step forward” in pavement engineering— 

ig LG os, 4 ja DEEP-STRENGTH (Asphalt- Base) pavement—there is need for 
‘ee wy a 2 te rs engineers with a solid background in the fundamentals of 

= q hema i y ee Asphalt technology and pavement construction. 

SE) SSeS gare oy Be bad f Se oi Because new DEEP-STRENGTH Asphalt-base 
oy nia — i] Him LF in os construction provides the most durable, most 

: pred A eek Fi economical pavement modern engineering science Uf | PAT Finca 
: abe Fock Sy aa has developed, Interstate and primary superhigh- 

a _ Hy (= ways in all parts of the country are being built with 
if i 4 advanced design DEEP-STRENGTH Asphalt pavement. 

Md . fs 
: XY Already, more than 90% of America’s paved roads and 

y P ¥ streets are surfaced with Asphalt. And Asphalt pavements 

oo ~*~ be have successfully kept America’s wheels rolling since 1876. 

: ‘SS S Your contribution—and reward—in our nation’s vast road- 
LP o ™ be building program can depend on your knowledge of modern 
v Nf dA Asphalt technology. So, prepare for your future now. Write for 

R igo : M your free ‘‘Student Kit’? about Asphalt technology. 4 ee en 

a —  — - — The Asphalt Institute 
Se cemnsiae ef : ~  — Ei BCE iS > College Park, 

as oe ae eh ¢ ZS Maryland ao 

6 3s oe - tas _™ ~ Re 
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Dear Sir: A lady bought a parrot from a “Doc,” said the mountaineer lead- 
lam engaged to a girl and have pet shop, only to find that it cursed ing a gangling youth into the pres- 

been informed that you were seen every time it said anything. She ence of the village medico, “I want 
kissing her. Kindly call at my fra- put up with it as long as she could you should fix up my son-in-law. I 
ternity house at seven Friday eve- but one day she lost her patience. shot him in the leg yesterday and 
ning and make an explanation. “If I ever hear you curse again, lamed him up a mite.” 

Alfred Zilch she declared, “Pl wring your neck.” “Shame on you shooting your Dear Alf: A few minutes later she re- own. son-in-law!” scolded the doc- 

I have received a copy of your marked rather casually that it was — SoS come © 

form letter and will be present at a fine day. Whereupon the parrot aia, a" ee renee me moun: this, meeting. said, “It’s a hell of a fine day.” imine, ; he wasn’t my son-in-law 

Red The lady immediately picked the when I shot him.” ¥ 
2 & 2 parrot up by the head and swung e.. gkc' Rea i 

It seems this salesman had a lot him around in the air until he was } a his girl: _ drive you 
of trouble locating one Colonel almost dead. nome Hr you put oe ness Ons 
Sexhauer in the Pentagon. After a “Now then,” she asked, “It’s a Suitor:“Sir, I have an attachment 
while, he started telephoning vari- fine day, isn’t it?” for your daughter nin 
ous departments. No success. Fin- “Fine day,” sputtered the parrot. Father: “Youn era shen an 

ally, he tried one last number. “Where in the hell were you when daughter needs ao ssoriés : ie se 3 % s accessories, Pll buy Hello?” he said eagerly, “Do _ the cyclone struck?” them myself.” 
you have a Sexhauer in your of- a a a 8 @ 

fice?” og tao An inmate of a certain insane 
“No, sir,” said a girl's voice. “We Captain: ‘Why didn’t you salute asylum, feeling that he had _ re- 

don't even have a coffee break!” me yesterday? covered enough to be released, ap- 
3 8 @ ROTC Recruit: “I didn’t see you, peared before the desk of the su- 

Parson Webster phoned the local a erintendent. Ait: be was Bet 
Board of Health to ask that a dead Captain: “Oh, that’s all right tially examined he was asked the 
mule be removed from the front of then. T was afraid you were mad \ following question: . 
his house, The young clerk thought at me. Superintendent: If we discharge hed be mart. oe you, will you promise to let women 

“1 thought you ministers took A prof L philosop| f life is and liquor aloner” * care of the dead,” he remarked, profound philosophy of life is Inmate: Yes, sir. / 
_— sees an Hpac : reflected in the reply of a no-longer Superintendent (beckoning a 
We do,’ answered I arson W eb- wealthy engineer who, when asked — guard): “Lock him up; he’s still 

ster, “but first we get in touch with what he had done with all his crazy.” 
the relatives. money, said, “Part of it went for x © &@ 

eo 8 o liquor and fast automobiles, and The dean of women at a very 
Pedro (a braggart): “Pancho, I part of it went for women. The rest well known university recently be- 

| theenk I weel sheep 50 bools to the I spent foolishly.’ gan a speech to the student with 
bool fight in Mexico City.” a 8 «@ these memorable words: 

Pancho (who hears all, sees all, /, elerovman andl « wade dive The president of the University 
and says little) doesn’t bother to . Syma abe: & SEU phe and I have decided to stop petting reply. found themselves in an automobile — on campus. . . 

« smashup. The truck driver told the o 8 #8 
Pedro: “Pancho, I theenk I weel padre what he thought about him Teacher: David, what does 

sheep 100 bools to ihe beeg bool in profane terms. When he paused E-E-E-T spell?” 

fight in Mexico City! . for breath it was the clergyman’s David: “I don’t know.” 
Pancho still remains quiet. turn. Teacher: “What, what does a 
Pedro (hitting the bench with “You know, my good man, that — cow have four of, and I have only 

his fist in anger): “Pancho, I I cannot indulge in your kind of two?” 
theenk I weel sheep 200 bools to language, but this much I will tell The class was dismissed. 
the beeg first in Mexico City. What you; I hope when you go home to- +e 8 
you theenk of that?” night, your mother will run out You can tell a lady by the way 

Pancho: “I theenk you are one — from under the porch and bite she dresses. If she were a lady she 
beeg bool sheeper.” you.” would draw the blinds. 
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Kodak beyond the snapshot... 
(random notes) 

Cool, well-behaved PbSe Honest physical labor Patterns in blood 

D* : = we 
Ranking a bunch of films for c-r tube Electrophoresis is a means for sepa- 

10" Liquid N, temperature, ‘ ‘ : vecuaniccne E 
e time-constant photography is useful work, and it makes rating ionic components of a mixture 

STON pees the time pass pleasantly between break- by virtue of their differing mobilities in 

; fast and supper. Here is what we find: an electric field. The man who first 
10) Temperatur + sy 

of selid CO, RELATIVE SPEED worked it out wound up with a Nobel 

smacehoney - i " Prize for his pains. (We never had the 
qedimesconstant to a 525-line raster, two interlaced fields leasurezof’an emploviiéit application 

108 S80 psec lasting 1/30 sec over-all, measured ata Bp : POY 1 Puce 

net density of unity (Transit time of the from him.) Subsequent y other highly 

FD agian electron beam past a given point of the creative types —biochemists mostly — 
<2 psec phosphor = 5 x 10° sec) invented ways of doing electrophoresis 

i i t er, starch blocks, and 
to Normol development: 4’ minuiesih Kodak (3, WEE PaPcts. state ey ae 

lp 2u 3H 4u Su 6u 7u By developer D-19 at 68°F. other media. 

See what an improvement can be effected Recently two such chaps at The 
@ a prove am [Phosphor [pti [ra [ris [pié | P2a | Mount Sinai Hospital in New York used 
in D*, the normalized detectivity of a FILM Wwaceilannid Is of diff 

lead selenide photoconductive surface, Kodak Photoflure, Ponyacny aimee s0 ~ a erent pore 
by cooling it Blue Sensitive 2400180 200 | 83 sizes in combination. This speeded it 

y gM. Kodak Cineflure [1800 [500 250 130, p40 up and permitted separation of blood 
Therefore in catering to the infrared eck eee serum proteins into many more com- 

detector trade we put lead selenide into Kodak Linagraph ponents. It results in a visual pattern 

a little Dewar like this Sithe that represents an individual’s body westrsven [PRRH™ [cla [ap | Shenson moe PbSe or solid CO; (sheet) 1250 |130 130 GEIS byl alsa GIN! Omens. 

Korat tngare? Fa 200/020 120: | 2 [20 We found out about this so-called 
eer st ‘odak Tri-X Negative| s ‘ ‘ 

- + Kodak Tacaraph disc electrophoresis by paying attention 

{C ~ 5 = — Shellburst 500 48 | 73 to what people tell us. Savants are 

7 —— = Eastman High Speed always asking about Eastman Organic 
a A Positive 360| 51| 25 | 45 | 28 . x 

f ‘ Chemicals that they hope we can make 
suitable window Kodak Royal-X 4 k 

Pan Recording 320 65 | 23 | 47 for them. Sometimes we find there will 

‘ . | Foemen Fre Sr Toa] iz] sala | a | be no objection and some prospect of 

and draw his Ae oth down to high ap sound Recording P28) NZ. 932) 4 benefit to all parties if we will act as a 

yacnurn Jen cooling SMIcieney ease" | esl ial ga gal al broadcaster of technical information 
But PbSe detectors are reputed to go : = = . 

. Series ‘astman Fine Grain thus picked up. 
quickly erratic in high vacuum. Release Positive 35] 4| 2 2 Se x . . . 

Aha! We have learned how tolick that. _ [Kedalith Ortho, renee This is happening right now with disc 
We expect no congratulations. Just ‘ nae 7 32| 5 5 electrophoresis, which uses Eastman 

d edak Hig Organic Chemicals and about which 
orders. Contrast Copy 20} 12 4 5 : . a 

Could you use a pamphlet on Kodak we are offering far and wide a 69-page 
Ektron detectors? Free from our Appa- disquisition by the two New Yorkers. 

ratus and Optical Division. Might Why they rank this way even provides In the name of corporate self-interest, 

eventually lead to an order. We are patient. something to think about. much good dope gets cheaply spread. 

: , aT l si. oe. _ 

eo * ae ORa) L, “Id FA 
ry, Lo : . le A 4 i : en Ven 8 7 

oe : | he Weare am ee ae oo 
— or uw. Ce ee | A | - 
ee SN ee eg : AN Dia " 

/ 6 ey 2 kot pers Be g 

yy «ey oA : nb oa e < 

Se CC Pe (io 

SOLID-STATE MERCHANDISE PRODUCTION THE PHYSICS OF PHOTOGRAPHY NEEDS VIGOROUS INFORMATION DIFFUSION NEEDS 

NEEDS GOOD PEOPLE GOOD PEOPLE GOOD PEOPLE | 

From modacrylic fibers to microscope : ( 

adapter kits, plenty of lively careers to be 4 Gg 

made with Kodak in research, production, ff 

made with EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY uf | 
And whether you work for us or not, Rochester 4, N.Y. SKOodalk 
photography in some form will probably PE SOURS 
have a part in your work as years go on fC et neg 

Always feel free to ask for Kodak literature GC es 

eee
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 £ iA iA ‘ : 7 ic’ sw y : Interview with General Electric’s 

oo A i Charles F. Savage 

“ / Need =: Consultant—Engineering Professional Relations 

\ ~~ oll f e e e Mi - How Professional Societies 

) eas Help Develop Young Engineers 

Q. Mr. Savage, should young engineers Q. What contribution is the young en- courage employees to join pro- 
join professional engineering socie- gineer expected to make as an ac- fessional societies. Why? Because 

ties? tive member of technical and pro- General Electric shares in recog- 
A. By all means. Once engineers fessional societies? nition accorded any of its indi- 

have graduated from college A. First of all, he should become vidual employees, as well as the 
they are immediately “on the active in helping promote the common pool of knowledge that 
outside looking in,” so to speak, objectives of a society by prepar- these engineers build up. It can’t 
of a new social circle to which ing and presenting timely, well- help but profit by encouraging 
they must earn their right to be- conceived technical papers. He such association, which sparks 
long. Joining a professional or should also become active in and stimulates contributions. 
technical society represents a organizational administration. Right now, sizeable numbers of 
good entree. This is self-development at work, General Electric employees, at 

Q. How do these societies help young for such efforts can enhance the all levels in the Company, belong 
engineers? personal stature and reputation to engineering societies, hold re- 

Lo of the individual. And, I might sponsible offices, serve on work- 
A. The members of these societies add that professional develop- ing committees and handle im- 

haya an 'obUsauon to. invtruck ment is a continuous process, portant assignments. Many are 
those who follow after them Starting prior to entering col- recognized for their outstanding 

; ar . lege and progressing beyond contributions by honor and Engineers and scientists—as pro- retirement. Professional aspira- medal awards 
fessional people—are custodians tions may change but learnin . Rowe ‘Y ge g 
of a specialized body or fund of covers a person’s entire life span. These general observations em- 
knowledge to which they have And, of course, there are dues to Phasize that General Electric 
three definite responsibilities. be paid. The amount is grad- does encourage participation. In 
The first is to generate new uated in terms of professional indication of the importance of 
knowledge and add to this total stature gained and should al- this view, the Company usually 
fund. The second is to utilize ways be considered as a personal defrays a portion of the expense 
this fund of knowledge in service investment in his future. accrued by the men involved in 
to society. The third is to teach a. supporting the activities of these 
this knowledge to others, includ- a. How do you go about joining pro- various organizations. Remem- 
ing young engineers. fessional groups? ber, our goal is to see every man 

up . A. While still in school, join student advance to the full limit of his Qa. Specifically, what benefits accrue chapters of societies right on capabilities. Encouraging him to 
from belonging to these groups? campus. Once an engineer is out join Professional Societies is one 

A. There are many. For the young working in industry, he should way to help him do so. 
engineer, affiliation serves the contact local chapters of techni- Mr. Savage has copies of the booklet 
ractical purpose of exposing his cal and professional societies, or “ ‘i ” ji 

arte to apDraieel by other Scishe find out bank them from fellow es a Bist E aes pple by y : S : e@ Engineers’ Council for Profes- tists and engineers. Most impor- engineers. sional Development which you may 

cit youne cnemcts Glaen Bee Goma ec eneurge are ave Jor the aking. Simply write f A we crucial ‘to. their ticipation in technical and _profes- oe Ds age, Section , 
OF WOES Crucial Owns dsonal cociaties? General Electric Co., Schenectady 
‘These organizations are a prime 5,N.Y. 
source of ideas— meeting col- A. It certainly does. General Elec- ’ 
leagues and talking with them, tric progress is built upon cre- 
reading reports, attending meet- ative ideas and innovations. The *LOOK FOR other interviews dis- 
ings and lectures. And, for the Company goes to great lengths cussing: Salary © Why Companies 
young engineer, recognition of to establish a climate and in- have Training Programs © How to 
his accomplishments by asso- centive to yield these results. Get the Job You Want. 
ciates and organizations gener- One way to get ideas is to en- 
ally.heads the list of his aspira- 
tions. He derives satisfaction 
from knowing that he has been G E N E R A L E LE CT R | C 
identified in his field. 
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